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ABSTRACT 

The paper is reporting the final results of the ESA-project 

“Mechanisms that operate in low temperatures 

(“LowT”)”. It aimed at the development of lubrication 

concept for an actuator for the locomotion system of a 

Mars rover. The main issue was to ensure long life at 

sufficient high efficient for a two stage gear at low 

temperatures. This resulted in the need to overcome the 

dilemma that long life in gears was only achievable with 

grease lubrication, which does not work at low 

temperatures. Solid lubrication was working well at low 

temperatures but did not offer long life. 

 

Initial screening tests on material level for outgassing and 

tribology aimed to select most promising solid lubricant 

coatings. Also a grease was identified, that offered 

lubrication down to -80°C. Several loops of machining 

and testing were done on planetary and Harmonic 

Drive® gears. Finally, for both gear types variants 

(lubrication concepts) could be developed that offered 

sufficient life at low temperature. Also thanks to 

spinning-in of achievements from parallel running 

developments. 

 

This paper summarises the main results on the gear tests. 

For the planetary gear a lubrication by grease was found 

sufficient. For the HD, the lubrication concept was based 

on grease lubrication combined with plasma nitriding for 

the toothing. But for all other interfaces solid lubrication 

was applied. A recommendation for the most promising 

concept will be given. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 General  
 

Upcoming missions in planetary exploration will address 

the screening for resources to enable human habitation. 

In such scenarios, mechanisms need to operate at (very) 

low temperatures. On Mars down to -80°C and on Moon 

even lower (< -130°C). The mechanisms located on e.g. 

rovers are additionally under pressure for mass reduction 

and low energy budgets. The latter leads to the search to 

replace grease lubrication combined with pre-heating as 

well as to the need for providing high mechanical 

efficiency. Grease lubrication is well known for long life. 

However, pre-heating is necessary as standard grease 

cannot operate at such low temperatures, and this is 

consuming energy which is a scarce resource. On the 

other hand, solid lubrication is so far related to limited 

life.  

 

Within the project “Mechanisms that operate in low 

temperatures (“LowT”)” several lubrication concepts 

(fluid, solid, hybrid) were investigated from sample level 

(PoD) up to planetary gears (PG) and Harmonic Drive® 

Gears. Taking benefit from developments running 

parallel to the first phases of this project led finally to 

overcome the above mentioned dilemma. 

 

 

1.2 Overview on work logic of the project phases 
 

Within the project “Mechanisms that operate at very low 

temperatures” technologies should have been developed 

which could enable existing mechanisms designs for 

Rover/Landers to operate at low temperatures in Martian 

atmospheric and dust environment. 

During the core contract the requirements related to a 

locomotion system were setup up. (See section 3.) Based 

on that first material investigations were performed: 

selection and testing of greases, investigation of fluid and 

solid lubrication concepts on level of pin-on-disc 

tribometer and fretting tests. It included also 

investigations if surface pre-treatments improve lifetime 

of solid lubricant coatings. Also MGSE for single gear 

tests on planetary gears were set up and the setup for 

testing HDs was adopted to run at low temperatures. 

Finally, first planetary gears (one fluid and two dry) and 

one harmonic drive ® gear were tested no successfully.  

Based on those findings and the outcome of the EU-

project “harmLES” on development of solid lubricated 

harmonic drive ® gears the CCN1 was initiated.  

 

CCN1 continued with manufacturing and testing of 

lubrication concepts of additional planetary and 

harmonic drive gears. Testing of single planetary gears 

included: 2 solid lubricated metallic PGs (one pure solid, 

one combined with minimum quantity of fluid lubricant 



“MQL”) and a ceramic PG (also with MQL). It also 

covered single test of two newly developed ZL-type-HDs 

(output project “harmLES”), one fully solid lubricated 

and one “HybridB” (toothing by grease, all other 

interfaces by solid lubrication).  

A fluid lubricated PG and a HybridB lubricated HD were 

down-selected for implementation into a breadboard BB.  

A basic BB “FullDrive” was designed combining a 

combo of motor with planetary gear to a harmonic drive 

gear: the output stage of the gear box used for testing 

single harmonic drive gears was combined with an 

adaptor to use a modified planetary gear as input stage 

for the harmonic drive. This “fulldrive” was then tested 

for life.  

 

Within CCN2, in the Fulldrive the structural adaptor 

between HD and PG was replaced by a torque sensing 

ring. This enabled to measure the torque between motor 

combo and HD, that means it was possible to assess in-

situ if the PG or the HD failed. The CCN2 covered a 

detailed simulation to enable proper resolution of the 

expected torque. It continued with the design, 

manufacturing of parts, the instrumentation (i.e. 

application of the sensing strain gauges ono the ring), the 

definition of a calibration method and finally it’s 

calibration directly inside the fulldrive test run.  

 

CCN3 was initiated as for the second stage (HD) no 

solution was verified that offered sufficient performance, 

i.e. lifetime. The HDs still showed reasonable wear in the 

toothing, which was seen as main issue for not reaching 

life time. At that time, developments on plasma nitriding 

of PH-steels were closed, which were seen promising to 

solve the issue on wear in toothing. Additionally, an 

additivation of the grease to improve its wear protective 

capabilities was identified, too. The configuration 

referred to as “HybridB” (with some interfaces being 

fluid and some being solid lubricated) was found to be 

most promising. Hence, for this CCN3, the configuration 

“HybridB” was seen promising to be improved to solve 

the wear problem. 

 

 

1.3 Background and State of the art 

 

The initial problem was that long life for gears was only 

achievable by fluid lubrication, which was seen 

problematic at the low temperatures (-80°C) requested 

for rover locomotion. Testing fluid lubricated HDs at 

ambient temperatures revealed life times well above 

requirement of 65.000 output revolution (OPR) [01]. A 

HD gear (HFUC-20-100) tested at +90°C with few 

interim thermal cycles downto -55°C revealed lifetime in 

excess of 110.000 OPR [02].  

 

First improvements on the side of solid lubricated HDs, 

were achieved in the EU-project “harmLES” [03]. The 

final achievement was a new type of harmonic drive ® 

gear, later named ZirconLine. With that, lifetime in fully 

solid lubrication could be increased from few thousands 

of almost 20.000 OPR (vacuum RT). This was also 

enabled by introduction of the reinforced MoS2WC by 

TECNALIA [03] (still without surface treatment on the 

toothing, state in 2015).  

During 2019, a comparison between (pure) MoS2 and 

MoS2-WC was completed in the project “HDGSA” [02]. 

Lifetimes using HFUC-20-100 and HFUC-20-160 were 

in range of 3000 OPR for pure  MoS2 and up to 7000 OPR 

for MoS2WC (still without pre-treatments). Those tests 

were run at +90°C with interim thermal cycles from  

-150°C to +170°C. The promising secondary finding was 

that the efficiency over this wide thermal range was 

almost constant and above 90%. (See plot “HDGSA 

Dry#3 in Figure 1). On the other hand, fluid lubrication 

caused loss of efficiency towards low temperatures ((by 

(BRAYCOTE 601EF in plot HDGSA fluid (F#1) [02], 

Figure 1). The plots labelled “LowT” indicate already 

results from the current paper (see section 4 results) 

confirming the blocking of a HD gear in range of -60°C. 

 

 
 

Figure 1:  Efficiency of HD gears as function of 

temperature (at begin of life).  

 

Projects to develop a plasma nitriding process for PH-

steels were running in parallel. Ending in 2019 the 

harmADES-project achieved following goals after 

several optimisation loops:  

 Overcome the brittleness of the white etching layer 

 Adopt the nitriding process to harmonic drive gear 

parts FS and CS.  

 Test successful on gear level (ZL-14-160) 

 

Finally, HD gears were plasma treated and coated with 

MoS2WC, and a final life test showed the potential of a 

proper PN-process: the achieved life of ~ 14.600 OPR 

refers to an almost fourfold increase in lifetime compared 

to non-plasma treated gears [04].  

 

Another development running in parallel, was on self-

lubricating materials for cages in ball bearings. Within 

the ARTES-project SLPMC2, new variants based on 

PTFE, short fibres and MoS2 were found to enable very 

low torque in ball bearing tests in excess of 30 mio revs. 

These first promising variants were available in 2019 

[05].  



2. ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS 

2.1 Requirements to the actuator 

 

Requirements stated on one hand the general 

configuration of the actuator to consist of a motor, a 

planetary gear as first stage and a harmonic drive ® gear 

(ratio100) as a second stage (Figure 2). That covers also 

a lifetime of 65.000 OPR at output side of the HD, a 

torque level of 9,3Nm and a speed of 2,5rpm. As 

environment is requested CO2 atmosphere (15mbar), 

operating temperatures were stated as -80°C to -5°C. The 

life test was done under thermal cycling with some first 

ones non-moving and then motor running until either 

efficiency dropped or lifetime was reached. The 

requirements on efficiency were defined as follows: 

 Efficiency per stage at BOL >48%, at EOL >32% 

 Efficiency total of FullDrive: at BOL >23%, at 

EOL >10,2% 

 
Figure 2: Configuration of locomotion system  

 

Two last tests (HD21,HD22) were done using different 

gear size (14) and ratio (160). Simulations were done that 

showed that stresses in the tribological interfaces are 

comparable to size 20/ratio 100. Please note, that 

comparability of life was achieved by keeping the same 

input speed and same output torque load (thereby the 

number of teeth engagements in the HD as similar).   

 

2.2 Requirements on gear life tests 

 

Based on above mentioned requirements, life tests on 

gear level were defined with following sequence:  

1. BFT (“Before of Test”) = initial measurement of 

efficiency at -80°C and -5°C , “cold start” (no 

motion during heating(cooling) 

2. One non-operating thermal cycle from -125°C to 

+125°C (no motion)  

3. 6 thermal cycles from -5°C to -80°C (no motion) 

4. BOL-cycle (“Begin of Lifetest”) = measurement of 

efficiency at -80°C and -5°C, just “cold start” 

5. Lifetest: ongoing motion while continuous thermal-

cycling between -5°C to -80°C until reaching the 

required lifetime (65.000 OPR) or EOL (efficiency 

drop), efficiency was monitored during motion, 

motion covered “stop-n-go” with 75% motion, also 

direction was alternated.  

6. EOL-cycle (“End of Life”) = final measurement of 

efficiency at -80°C and -5°C, “cold start”  

 

 

 

3   EXPERIMENTAL  

 

3.1 Testing logic  

 

In the beginning tests on material level were performed. 

Outgassing was critical for the greases (tests deon 

according to [06]. PoD-testing was done to compare 

lifetime of several solid lubricant coatings. However, 

PoD-testing of the greases did not clearly reveal which 

grease was able to lubricate down to -80°C. 

 

A “short gear screening test” was developed in order to 

ensure that each lubrication concept is running down to  

-80°C. One standard test box and one standard HFUC-

20-100 (without any coatings or treatments) was used for 

all these test. Before each gear screening test, the FS and 

the CS were extracted, all interfaces were degreased and 

cleaned. Then grease or solid lubricants were applied to 

each interface. The net running time was kept within few 

minutes per temperature to avoid wear in each interface. 

The efficiency of the HD-gear was measured as function 

of temperature (just one cycle) from +20°C to -80°C, at 

several levels: -5, -40, -60, -80°C. During cooling the 

gear was not in motion. After thermal accommodation, 

the motor was started in cold condition (“cold start” 

being the worst case on Mars).  

 

Finally, the above mentioned life tests were run on gear 

level. Herein, for each test a new gear was manufactured 

and coated, characterised during assembly into the test 

boxes at HDSE, then tested in thermal CO2 at AAC, post-

characterised and disassembled at HDSE, and finally 

tribo-surfaces were inspected by SEM at AAC.  

 

 

3.2 Life tests of Planetary gears  

 

For the planetary gear the type GP22 was manufactured 

by MAXON. Solid lubricant coatings based on 

reinforced MoS2 were applied by HOHMAN and 

TECNALIA. Following configurations for lubrication 

were of the gear were selected for testing:  

 PG-Dry: fully dry lubricated using two types of 

reinforced MoS2 without surface treatments 

 PG11: solid lubricating coatings plus minimum 

amount of grease, with surface treatment 

 PG12: solid lubricating coatings (i.e. purely solid 

lubricated), with surface treatment 

 PG13: ceramic gear plus minimum quantity 

lubrication (MQL) by grease 

 PG-ZAROX: fully grease lubricated, (low viscosity 

ZAROX) 

 

Figure 3 shows the setup for single gear testing. For PGs 

a vacuum motor was used. Measurement of the input 

torque was done via a torque sensor on bottom of the 

motor (the speed is approx. 4000 rpm). Both (motor and 



sensor) are inside vacuum but outside the thermalised 

shroud and are thermally isolated from the PGs. Output 

load is applied via a magnetic brake and measured by the 

standard torque sensor of the test device “SALOTTE1”.  

 

Using SALOTTE1 for testing of HDs: an upper shaft is 

added acting as input drive (motor, angle sensor and 

torque senor), the HD is mounted inside the thermal 

shroud. The (lower) output shaft acts as brake (applying 

the load torque) and is also equipped with sensors for 

torque and angle. For the HDs a standard test box is used 

(see below). 

 

 

 
Figure 3: Setup for testing of PGs  

 

The setup for testing a complete BB (actuator with motor 

and gear stage) is basically similar to the PG setup. The 

BB is mounted into the thermal shroud. The output of the 

BB is connected to the output-shaft of the SALOTTE1 

which is used to apply torque loads to the output side of 

the actuator. Herein, the efficiency can only be derived 

on basis of motor current (no input sensor between motor 

and gear). For this project, a torque sensing ring was 

developed that could be inserted between a geared motor 

(MAXON with GP22) and the harmonic drive ® gear. 

This BB was referred to as FullDrive. 

 

 

3.3 Life tests of Harmonic Drive® gears  

 

In addition to the device SALOTTE1 described above, a 

second test device (“HADES”) was developed with the 

aim to more accurately characterise HD gears in-situ 

(Figure 4). This new device enables to measured 

stiffness, transmission accuracy (TA) and Now-Load-

Starting-Torque (NLST) in-situ. This means, besides the 

continuous monitoring of the efficiency (via input and 

output torque), high resolution angle resolvers inside the 

vacuum chamber enable to measure those three 

properties during a thermal vacuum test, at any time and 

temperature (this was extensively applied in the project 

HDGSA [02]). 

 

Figure 5 shows the setup for testing of HD gears: an 

inside view of the HADES device. On the right side, a 

standard gear test box developed by HDSE is shown. 

This fits to test devices at HDSE and AAC. In total 3 such 

test boxes for size 20 and one for size 14 are available. 

The support bearings are reused, but characterised before 

and after each life test in order to guarantee high 

resolution and stability of the efficiency of the gear. 

Moreover, the efficiency (plotted below) is the net 

efficiency of the gear (after subtracting the losses from 

support bearings of the test box and of all the chamber 

supports). This approach enables to test very efficiently a 

HD-gear set for performance new environmental and 

motion parameters. 

 

 
 

Figure 4: 2nd Test device “HADES” for testing HDs 

 

 
Figure 5: HADES-device for testing HDs  

  Right: standard test box for HDs (by HDSE) 

 

 

The life tests of HDs together with their lubrication 

configurations during the whole project (core contract 

and CCNs) are surveyed. A more detailed overview on 

the interfaces with their lubrication is listed in Fehler! 

Verweisquelle konnte nicht gefunden werden. 
(Annex). It shows the history of improvements related to 

adopting the configuration of the lubrication (from the 

left to the right). The most right three columns represent 

the three gears HD14, HD21 and HD22 which were 

tested during the latest development phase (see Fehler! 

Verweisquelle konnte nicht gefunden werden.): 



 HD00: Fully fluid lubricated gear  

 HD01: HybridA, grease ZAROX (less viscous) in 

toothing and inside FS, solid lubricated WGB 

 HD11: fully solid lubricated gear, new gear type 

ZirconLine (ZL-20-100) was introduced that was 

optimised towards solid lubrication. 

 HD12: same new gear ZL-20-100, “HybridB” has 

only in the toothing fluid lubrication and all other 

interfaces were solid lubricated.  

 HD13: similar to HD12 (was running in a two stage 

gear drive, with motor, PG and HD) 

 HD14: type and configuration similar to HD12, but 

grease changed to the new DZM169 and WGB 

cage1 was replaced  

 HD21: HybridB+PN, as HD14, but with nitrided CS 

and FS,  

 HD22: HybridB+PN (similar to HD21)  

 

 

4 RESULTS on MATERIAL LEVEL 

 

At the beginning, Pin-On-Disc tests (PoD) were done to 

benchmark several types of solid lubricant coatings 

applied onto PH-steel. Also influence of a pre-treatments 

were covered, like plasma nitriding, carburising. 

Reinforced MoS2 coatings from HOHMAN, TEER and 

TECNALIA were tested. Aiming at highest lifetime, the 

reinforced MoS2WC provided by TECNALIA combined 

with a pre-treatment (plasma nitriding) was selected2. It 

may be noted that the pre-treatment increased life in 

POD-tests from less than 50.000 revs to more than 

600.000revs (PoD-Tests were stopped there manually). 

 

Greases were tested for outgassing. Beside the standard 

BRAYCOTE 601EF, also a grease with lower viscosity 

was selected (“ZAROX” provided by IKV). Outgassing 

limits (ECSS-Q-70-02, [06]) were achieved only after a 

bake out (for both greases). The grease “ZAROX” was 

applied in all PGs and in the HDs up to test HD13.  

 

As the life test on HDs until HD13 showed reasonable 

wear of the toothing, IKV was asked to provide an 

additivated grease for the latest three tests (HD14, HD21, 

HD22): the aim was to improve anti-wear protection of 

the grease towards the toothing. This new variant is 

referred to as ZAROX“M”. Again, a bake out was 

applied thereby perfectly fulfilling of outgassing limits. 

Viscosity of the new variant increased slightly in 

comparison to ZAROX, but it was still below that of 

BRAYCOTE 601EF.  

 

As described in section 3.1, all lubrication concepts were 

subjected to a short “gear screening test”. Efficiency was 

                                                           
1 Please note: the cage material referred to as “SLPMC2” used in here 

is from ESA Project SLPMC2, it was a prototype composition based on 

filled PTFE designated internally as C79. Meanwhile, the project 
SLPMC2 was finalised and for future a very similar composition was 

fixed which will be offered by ENSINGER SINTIMID as TS 8591 

determined at different temperatures from RT down to  

-80°C. Very first tests showed that BRAYCOTE 601EF 

cannot be used, at approx. -60°C the gear was frozen. On 

the other hand, both greases ZAROX and later on also 

ZAROX“M” were enabling motion down to 80°C. These 

screening tests already showed that the HybridB is able 

to keep efficiency high, even down to -80°C. (Please 

note: the screening tests are very efficient in effort but 

were done with very short running time, i.e. they do not 

provide any information on wear. For that the life tests 

were needed.) 

 

Following these results on material tests and the short 

screening gear tests, the lubrication concepts of the HD-

gears were fixed. 

 

 

5. RESULTS OF GEAR TESTS 

5.1 Planetary gears  

For all life tests, the efficiency was taken at BFT, BOL 

and EOL (see Section 2.2). At those points, the 

measurement lasted for about 2minutes, and was started 

from “cold” (no motion before). Target was 6,6 mio 

OPR, at output speed of 250rpm and output-load of 

250mNm. The bars refer to the average efficiency (all 4 

points: 2000/4000 rpm and CW/CCW). The error bars 

reflect the maxima and minima. The numbers above the 

bars indicate the achieved lifetime in mio OPR.  

Lifetime: was only achieved for fully fluid lubricated PG 

(ZAROX), test was stopped manually. They  could have 

been continued, as wear analysis by SEM showed the 

toothings to be in very good condition at this stage. For 

the improved dry lubricated PG12, a lifetime of only 

0,5mio OPR was achieved. Applying MQL of grease, the 

life was for both (hybrid PG11 and ceramic PG13) quite 

similar with 2,3-2,7mio OPR. Those PGs were really 

“EOL”, i.e. no more motion feasible due to high wear. 

Efficiency: the highest efficiency was seen for fluid 

lubrication: average up to 80% at -5°C. However, in 

presence of fluid the efficiency drops with temperature 

(being reversible). This is reasonable for full fluid 

lubrication (PG-ZAROX). It is less but still visible for 

MQL (PG11-Dry+MQL and for PG13-CER+MQL). For 

fully solid lubrication the efficiency is around 60%, with 

no dependence on temperature. For those PGs where at 

EOL lubrication is lost, no more reasonable dependence 

on temperature is visible. Only for the PG-ZAROX, at 

EOL the gear is still operational.   

2 Unfortunately, the plasma nitriding of gears was not possible at begin 

of this project. Fortunately, in a parallel running project the process 

could be settled, and the very last HD gears were equipped with PN-
treated FS and CS.  



The requirements on the efficiency were at BOL a 

minimum of 48%, and at EOL 32% (per stage). These 

values are fulfilled by all types. Only for the fluid one the 

limit is at BFT/BOL not fully obtained. This may be 

explained by the fact that BFT and BOL measurements 

were taken on the very “neat” gears (no running in was 

performed before).  

Hence, the requirements on efficiency and lifetime are 

fulfilled by a fully fluid lubricated planetary gear. 

 
Figure 6: Summary of single testing of PGs: lifetime and 

efficiency (cold start) 

 

 

5.2 Harmonic Drive ® gears (1) 

The first life test of a HD (HD01, still a HFUC-20-100), 

was lubricated with ZAROX in toothing and interface 

FS/WGB, but already with a solid lubricated WGB 

(configuration “HybridA”, see Fehler! Verweisquelle 

konnte nicht gefunden werden.). However, target life 

of 65.000 OPR was not achieved, test was stopped after 

17.000 OPR. The efficiency showed also a clear 

dependence on temperature. Post-investigation revealed 

reasonable wear in toothing. The subsequent gears 

(HD11-HD14) refer to the new type ZirconLine (ZL-20-

100) with medium pre-load (~9970 Nm/rad).  

 

Such a HD was run fully solid lubricated as test HD11. 

Figure 7 shows the efficiency as function of output 

revolutions “OPR” as dots. (The temperature is plotted as 

lines to indicate the thermal cycling while running the 

gear.) In a initial phase, very high efficiency is seen. But 

after only about 4500 OPR efficiency starts to drop, and 

the gear failed at ~ 9500 OPR. The output load here was 

almost twice 9,3Nm and temperature was permanently 

varying from -80 to -5°C. During the EU-project 

harmless [03], lifetimes up to 22.000 OPR were 

achieved, but at less load of 4Nm and only at room 

temperature. After some running-in, the efficiency was in 

range of 90% and independent of temperature. The 

advantage of this configuration is clearly seen in the high 

efficiency being independent of temperature (measured 

at begin of life “BOL”, Figure 8). This is very close to 

data from HDGSA (see Figure 1) [02].  

 

Post-characterisation confirms that the solid lubricant 

coating in the toothing (CS/FS) was completely worn, 

leading to strong wear of the teeth. (At this time no 

plasma-nitriding of FS/CS was available.) In the interface 

FS/WGB there was still enough solid lubricant to prohibit 

adhesive transfer from FS to the WGB-outer ring.  

 
Figure 7: Life test HD11 (fully solid lubricated): 

efficiency versus OPR 

 

 

 
Figure 8: Life test HD11: efficiency as function of 

temperature (begin of life, BOL) 

 

Finally, the only successful variant was HD12 (ZL-20-

100) with lubrication configuration HybridB (grease in 

toothing, other interfaces lubricated by solid lubricants.) 

Here, the life time of 65.000 OPR was achieved. 

Although, the efficiency was already quite low (Figure 

9) it still fulfilled the requirement. Post-characterisation 

confirmed wear of the toothing (CS/FS).  

 

 
Figure 9: Life test HD12 (ZL-20-100) in HybridB 

 

At this time, the first phases of the project ended and a 

BB was manufactured and tested (“FullDrive”). Its 

stage2 (HD13) was of the same configuration as HD12. 

The results were slightly worse, it failed around 45.000 

OPR. Hence, concluding the results so far, the 

requirements on lifetime and efficiency were achieved 

partly with “HybridB” being the most promising 

configuration.  

 

5.3 Harmonic Drive ® gears (2) 



To overcome the limitation in life for stage2 (HD), in 

CCN3 two steps for improvement were initiated. IKV 

was asked to provide an additivated grease, with the aim 

to improve wear protection capability (tested in HD14, 

still without plasma nitrided surfaces). Second step was 

to introduce plasma nitrided CS and FS: the HD21 and 

HD22 were an input from the project “harmADES” that 

ended at that time [04]. Lifetime was proven to be 

increased fourfold by nitriding of the toothing [04]. 

Step1 was realised with test HD14: the gear ZL-20-100 

was left from previous phase, test HD14 is similar to tedt 

HD12 just by replacing the old grease (ZAROX) by the 

new additivated (ZAROX”M”). Secondly, the cage in the 

WGB was changed to a new PTFE-based material being 

an input from an ARTES project [05].  

The overall performance of test HD14 is quite similar to 

the test HD12. An early phase with high efficiency with 

minor dependence on temperature lasting up to approx. 

7000 OPR. Then the efficiency decreases and it starts to 

get more dependent on temperature: lower efficiency at 

lower temperature was seen also in test HD12. This was 

set in relation to migration of the grease (from the 

toothing) into the WGB. Finally, the target life was not 

achieved. The test was skipped at ~ 60.800 OPR because 

of significant decrease of efficiency. 

 

 
Figure 10: Life test HD14(ZL-20-100): with ZAROX”M” 

 

 

In order to learn about the health state of the gear, during 

the life test, interim measurements on the stiffness and 

transmission accuracy were now introduced (approach 

from the project HDGSA [02]). These measurements 

were done in-situ without any break of vacuum or 

temperature. They have to be seen as “relative” changes. 

“Absolute” values for the stiffness were measured during 

the pre- and post-characterisation by HDSE.  

 

Figure 11 shows the stiffness taken at BOL and EOL, and 

at 4 interim points. It shows a clear drop of the stiffness, 

starting with the end of the early phase of high efficiency 

(~ 8000 OPR). This decrease is interpreted as ongoing 

wear in the toothing. (This is confirmed by HDSE at pre- 

and post-characterisation.) 

 

The second step to solve the wear in the toothing was the 

implementation of nitriding to the toothing. The first test 

on a nitrided gear (HD21) was run at fixed temperature 

of -5°C. The efficiency is plotted as function of OPR in 

Figure 12. It starts are promisingly high level of 90%, 

followed by a slight decrease to ~80%. There high level 

is then held throughout the whole test. The targeted 

lifetime was achieved and the test manually stopped 

slightly later. The number of OPR seems lower: but this 

gear has a higher ratio of 1:160, i.e. the target lifetime of 

63.000 OPR (for ratio 1:100) is here ~40.000 OPR. (The 

input revolutions represent the number of engagements 

on the toothing, this was kept as constant parameter.) A 

cooling failure around 35.000 OPR shows that the 

efficiency is not significantly differing between -5°C and 

+20°C. Besides this promising evolvement of the 

efficiency, also stiffness and transmission accuracy did 

not change over the life test. 

 

 
Figure 11: Life test HD14(ZL-20-100): with ZAROX”M” 

Stiffness (in-situ) decreases during life test, this indicates 

wear 

 

 

 
Figure 12: Life tests HD21 (ZL-14-160) with plasma 

nitrided CS and FS (ZAROX”M”) (just fixed at -5°C) 

 

The second test on nitrided gear (HD22) was again 

running under permanent thermal cycling. The efficiency 

is plotted as function of OPR in Figure 13. It starts again 

at promisingly high level of 90%. A small dependence on 

temperature is visible, which is close to that of HD14 

(Figure 10). This time, the high level of efficiency is not 

lost around 8000 OPR as for HD12 and HD14. 

Unfortunately, the motor failed at ~14.000 OPR while the 

thermal cycling continued. Hence, there were performed 

about 3 thermal cycles without operation. (6 Non-

operational thermal cycles are done for each life test in 

the beginning too.) After restarting the motor, efficiency 

showed stronger noise and variability (level 50-80%) but 

being still above requirement. With ongoing life test -  

continuous motor running and thermal cycling - the 

efficiency almost recovered. When stopping the test 
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manually after reaching the targeted life, the level of 

approx. 80% was recovered. Also the temperature 

dependence decreased to a range similar to the beginning 

of the life test. 

 

 

 
Figure 13: Life tests HD22 (ZL-14-160) with plasma 

nitrided CS and FS (ZAROX”M”) 

 

Besides this promising evolvement of the efficiency, also 

stiffness did not change reasonably over the life test 

(Figure 14). During the recovery after the motor failure, 

for the stiffness (only!) higher values were measured (at 

~18.000 and ~28.000 OPR). Later on, the stiffness 

recovered (similar to the recovery of the efficiency).  

 

 
Figure 14: Life tests HD22 (ZL-14-160) with plasma 

nitrided CS/FS, ZAROX”M” – Stiffness during life test 

 

During post-analysis of the gear HD22 (with nitrided 

toothing), no signs of wear were found in the toothing. 

Figure 15 shows the toothing of the CS without any signs 

of wear (visual inspection). Even in SEM no signs of 

wear on the tooth flanks of the FS could be found (Figure 

16). Moreover, the machining grooves are well visible. 

Hence, introducing the nitriding process to the toothing 

can be concluded as the main critical step in achieving 

successful life-test.  

 

Besides wear, also the efficiency as function of 

temperatures was improved during the project. For the 

very first gear (HD01, configuration HybridA) tested at 

beginning of the core contract, overall efficiency is low 

and dependent on temperature at begin and at end of the 

test (Life time is indicated with ORevs (=OPR) on top of 

the plots in Figure 17). On the contrary, the gear HD14 

in configuration HybridB shows at beginning already 

clearly increased efficiency combined with lower 

dependence on temperature. After introducing nitrided 

toothing, the final test on the HD22 (configuration 

HybridB with PN-interfaces) showed even at end of the 

life-test high efficiency with only a minor decrease 

towards low temperature (Figure 18). 

 

 
Figure 15:  No wear on toothing of CS after life tests on 

HD22 with plasma nitrided CS and FS (visual). 

 

 
Figure 16:  No wear on toothing of FS after life test on 

HD22 with plasma nitrided FS (ZAROX”M”). 

 

 

 
Figure 17:  Life-tests: Influence of temperature on 

efficiency: HD01 

 
Figure 18:  Life-tests: Influence of temperature on 

efficiency: HD14 and HD22 (no wear!) 

 



Tests HD21 and HD22 proved that nitriding of the CS 

and FS toothing (and inner side FS) clearly reduces 

wear. After both life tests HD21 and HD22 no wear was 

found on the toothing. This holds for running at constant 

temperature of -5°C (HD21) and also running under 

thermal cycling from -5°C to -80°C (HD22). (Refer to 

section 2.1 for comparability to the former tests at 

size20/ratio100.)   

 

6. CONCLUSION 

A mass efficient way of a locomotion drive of a rover 

would be to use a gear motor with a harmonic drive ® 

gear as second stage. However, to achieve long life at low 

temperature a proper lubrication was needed.  

 

Initial investigations based on Pin-on-disc tests revealed 

reinforced MoS2 in combination with a pre-treatment to 

be the most promising solid lubricant coating.  

 

For fluid lubrication Braycote 601EF was found to be too 

viscous for use down to -80°C. A grease by IKV 

“ZAROX” was found to be compatible. Both greases 

needed a bake out to fulfil outgassing requirements. 

 

Testing methods for HD-gears were refined. The “gear 

screening” enables to prove efficiency for lubrication 

concepts. The standardised test box for HG-gears (size20 

and size14) reduces effort in testing HD gears, e.g. 

towards new requirements. Only the gear set itself must 

be manufactured (CS, FS and WGB). A joint test method 

between HDSE and AAC enables not only to derive 

efficiency on-line but also to characterise the HD gear in-

situ (stiffness, TA and NLST can be derived during a life 

test in vacuum from -150°C up to +170°C).  

 

Lubrication concepts were then investigated on gears: 

planetary gears and harmonic drive ® gears were tested 

for efficiency and lifetime in thermal vacuum from -5 to 

-80°C. In a second step, a Fulldrive was composed from 

a servo motor, a PG and a HD. In a simple way, the 

output-stage of a HD gear box was taken as basis and by 

designing an adaptor with torque sensing function, the 

PG-motor-combo was attached.  

 

For stage 1 (Planetary gear GP22) as best concept full 

fluid lubrication by ZAROX was identified that matched 

the requirements (Efficiency and Lifetime).  

 

For stage 2 (Harmonic Drive ® gear) neither a fully fluid 

nor a fully solid lubricated HD gear was found feasible.  

 

Therefore, so-called “Hybrid” concepts were developed 

for HDs, i.e. the three main interfaces were lubricated 

differently: toothing, FS/WGB and WGB itself. 

 

The configuration HybridB was found most promising, 

meeting the requirements sharply, but not enabling any 

margin in the performance as the wear in toothing was 

still reasonable.   

Finally, after spinning-in new technologies (new plasma 

nitriding procedure optimised for PH-steels, additivated 

grease ZAROX”M”, replacing the WGB-cage to a new 

PTFE-based material, the configuration “HybridB+PN” 

successfully passed the life test. 

 

The final HD-gear “HybridB+PN” is based on plasma 

nitrided toothing (CS and FS), with fluid lubricant in the 

toothing (ZAROX”M”) and solid lubrication in the 

interface FS/WGB and inside the WGB.  

 It offers efficiency >80% even down to -80°C, low 

dependency on temperature is kept over whole 

lifetime (65.000 OPR for ratio 100 at output torque 

load of 9,3Nm). 

 It enables start at low temperatures without heating !!  

 It overcomes the old dilemma between Solid and 

Fluid lubrication: it offer both high efficiency 

independent of temperature AND long life.  

Additivated grease ZAROX”M” is recommended, 

although it was not clearly outlined if “ZAROX” might 

be sufficient, too. For both variants and also 

BRAYCOTE 601EF a bake-out (for ZAROX”M” after 

additivation) is needed to achieve outgassing limits acc. 

to ECSS-Q-70-02.  

Running-in is recommended for concepts with dry 

lubricated interfaces, the efficiency increased during 

initial part of life test (values after some running-in are 

higher than those measured at BFT/BOL) 

 

These results underline that the requirements for a 

locomotion drive of a rover for Mars based on a 

geared motor (with GP22) and a harmonic drive® 

gear as a second stage can be fulfilled using the 

lubrication concept “HybridB+PN”.  
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ANNEX  

Table 1: Configurations of HD gears and summary on 

achievements (history is represented from the left to the 

right) 
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